‘All the benefits of Yoga and Pilates, but
without the leotards.’
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Issue Three
Welcome to our third printed newsletter!
Tai Chi Nation offers Tai Chi for all with a committment to our students to
offer the highest quality instruction available.
Whether you want a regular stretchng class, time for yourself to slow
down, train with a partner, a sword or to fathom the vast depths of the
art, we have a community of practitioners and teachers based around the
UK with our 4th Instructor Course starting in March 2014.
It’s a great pleasure to welcome you to this newsletter and I hope it sparks
your interest further. As ever, we would love to hear from you with
stories of inspiration for the next newsletter, due out in the New Year.
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Tai Chi Nation are a group of teachers
and students dedicated
to Tai Chi and Qigong. Our common
goal is to bring the benefits of the
arts to as many as people as possible
and to do so with heartfelt inegrity.
Collectively, Tai Chi Nation offer a
range of workshops, classes and
courses that aim to inspire and benefit

Join us on Facebook and Twitter for a chance to
win an awesome Tai Chi prize!

people across the world.
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On studying with Luke
Shepherd by Greta Hart

“Seated Tai Chi and Qigong: Does it work? By Joe Salmon

I read that Luke was leading a Tai Chi

As a teacher I regularly work with

and stretching exercises and that open

weekend workshop ..Relax, Sink, Empty.

students who have limited mobility

and energise the Meridian systems of the

It was a huge privilege to be a student

and are seeking to restore their health.

body, building and freeing the Qi (life

There is no better aid for many than the

force) in accordance with the principles

humble chair, you can use it to lean on,

of Chinese medicine. I include exercises

to help balance, to perch for a breather

that will maintain co-ordination, focus

or you may do a whole session sitting

the mind, improve breathing and muscle

down. Many teachers, myself included

control. I often include lower body

have adapted Tai Chi forms for seated

exercises but not all participants are

He guided students to feel into the

participants, Qi Gong exercises also lend

able to do these. I try to strike a balance

questions that their own practice asked

themselves well to seated practice, with

between varying the exercises and

to be addressed.

organisations such as Age UK and BHF

providing continuity each week, often

Luke never hurries the student. He

now offering specialist seated Tai Chi

stripping the exercises to their basic

classes.

components for accessibility. I certainly

Since 2008 I have taught a weekly

feel that I have had a workout by the end

seated Tai Chi class at Pinewood Nursing

of the session.

on that weekend. Luke’s teaching was
inspiring. By that I mean he spoke
and shared his knowledge with a
unique clarity. He talked of feeling
the sensations of the body moving.

communicates with a simple and
articulate voice. He encourages his
students to explore and work with the
true nature of their movement.

Home in Budleigh Salterton. Already
experienced in adapting Tai Chi forms

Seated Tai Chi is not as effective as

for students in wheel chairs, I found a

standing Tai Chi, the health giving

Two years have passed since my first

regular seated class both challenging and

benefits of the hip movements in the

weekend training with Luke. The

very rewarding. The variation in ability,

form are not easily replicated in the

messages that I received from Luke, on

mobility and interest within the group

sitting position and circulation is more

those days, have remained a constant

meant that I had to re evaluate not only

easily stimulated by upright movements.

what I was teaching but my teaching

The mental focus of learning martial

methods too. It became apparent

applications and partner exercises will

that teaching a whole form was not

not arise. Chair based Tai Chi will not

appropriate for the group.

improve balancing skills although it can

guide to my practice.
Last weekend Luke ran another
workshop and again it was a privilege to
be one of his students.

improve leg strength and mobility.
The sensations of the seated exercises

In my experience seated Tai Chi and Qi

Luke teaches from deep within his own

are very different: when we move in

Gong are effective at maintaining and

exceptional place of understanding.

standing Tai Chi the legs and centre

improving health for those of limited

I feel blessed to have found a Tai Chi

power the body, seated exercise changes

mobility. It is a very valuable tool for any

Teacher of a quality who opens the

this radically: we can no longer borrow

one with limited mobility who wishes to

strength from the ground. Consequently

improve their wellbeing and a useful skill

the muscles of the upper body get more

for teachers to learn. So even if you are

exercise. I chose exercises from different

an experienced practitioner, try it: take a

Tai Chi forms, Dao Yin, Chinese massage

seat and get moving!

door and invites each student to absorb
and benefit from the gracious inherent
wisdom of Tai Chi. However that may
be for each student, at that moment.
Forever revealing. Forever unfolding.

and half a dozen Qi Gong systems to
create a session designed give the
residents a gentle and enjoyable yet

Thank you Luke. A truly inspired and

surprisingly demanding work out.

lineage based teacher.
In each session I aim to provide a routine

“There is no better
aid for many than
the humble chair.”

of exercises that mobilise and warm the

Greta Hart June 2013

joints of the body, that exercise the main
muscle groups with both strengthening
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Tai Chi and Surfing: Part Two- by Andrew Westgate

Through practice can come an
understanding that nothing
that is worth knowing can be
forced. The wave is born and
moves at a pace dictated by
an underlying presence that
is unbelievably complex. The
glimpse of understanding
that is revealed by the wave
to the surfer is so profound it
is difficult to describe, words
are so cumbersome. In Tai
Chi, universal energy is felt
throughout the body and
opens an understanding that
is equally as transitory. In both
cases enlightenment, a taste of
true knowledge, then stepping
out into the world of ten
thousand things, the day to day,
enriched by touching your soul
and yet the same old same old.
Accepting the extraordinary in
the ordinary is key. Obsession
to necessity to understanding,
living life with four ounces
of pressure, relaxation in
motion, Yin and Yang. Within
the thunderous wipe out is
the knowledge of the perfect
ride, within the practical

movement of the Form comes
the superlative understanding
of Chi providing synchronous
movement without effort.
In Tai Chi yielding, sticking,
allowing, giving yourself over
to fully understand the other
so that when they move you
move. The intrinsic sensing of
the other person’s energy by
relaxing, letting go and not
pushing, not seeking to gain
advantage by extrinsic muscle
power is paramount.
On a wave understanding
its intent is to allow the wave
to reveal itself, yielding to
its power, sticking to the
acceleration and roiling boils
of energy that happen, going
along with its idiosyncrasies,
melding with its nature.
On the wave, as in life, as in
Tai Chi existence is only in the
present moment, nothing else
matters, it can’t. The past is
gone, the future is nowhere...
there is only now until the
next now and the next and…

Surfing and Tai Chi teach us
to realise the words of the
Thirteen Postures Song, in
stillness there is a stirring, in
movement one is as if still.
In expansion there must be
contraction, in contraction
there must be expansion, Yin
and Yang, a balance, the middle
way.
Surfing and Tai Chi are synergic,
complimentary, no doctrine no
dogma only providing a deep
understanding of the flow of
energy through all things that
connects each and every one of
us to each other and the planet
and the Universe. They allow
us to feel the life force with all
our senses, teach us not to push
against the flow, just relax and
let it be.

About Andrew:
Andrew Westgate has been
practising Tai Chi for a number
of years and has attended
several Tai Chi Nation Courses
over the years. He lives in
Shoreham by The Sea in Essex.
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Moving From One Training Method to Another - by Matthew Rochford
Many of us start Tai Chi with the local

together at his home near Ashburton.

school, or perhaps we shop around or just

The outcome of that meeting was slightly

end up going to the class we can fit in to

unexpected, as he told me there was no

our weekly schedule. For me I happened

point in us meeting again to push - as

to meet a local Tai Chi teacher at a friends

the way I was working was quite different

house and ended up training with him for

from the method he was learning from

13 years.

his teachers (at the time Wee Kee Jin and
Patrick Kelly). From my side, the reason

I was quite lucky to have a good schedule

we did not meet again was due to the fact

of classes and opportunities to train

that I had no idea of what he was doing – it

with senior teachers in the School, often

seemed to be existing in another world

travelling many miles to attend seminars

from what I was used to – and was clearly

and then an Instructor Training Course.

more advanced than the push hands I had

After a while though I realised the School

been doing for 10 years.

I was with did not suit me. I wanted to
work more internally, having recognised

I recalled he mentioned the word

Matthew Rochford was born in

deeper sensations were arising in my body

‘refinement’ on an advert for his classes.

Scotland in 1969 the son of a poet and

and the method presented did not offer

In 2004 this was now consciously what I

a philosopher.

much guidance on how to interpret or

was looking for, so I rang him and we met

influence these. The other things I noticed

again for a private lesson. I remember

was that my stability was not improving

those early one to one’s quite clearly, for

and wondered why. Soon I began to look

many reasons, the first of which was that

elsewhere.

he gave me a very detailed overview of

Leaving a Tai Chi School is a big deal. As

the training model; he also initially taught

well as being a political world, the Tai

me very few movements; and through

He first discovered spiritual teachings
at the age of 20 and opened his first
Tai Chi School when he was 28.
SInce 2008 he has directed Tai Chi

Chi world is also tribal and issues around

his input I was able to identify my rather

Nation, an organisation dedicated to

authority, power and loyalty are very much

complete lack of understanding of how Tai

bringing the benefits of the art (and

activated within it (usually unconsciously).

Chi was an internal art. For years, I had just

Qigong) to a wider audience. He lives

I had also created my own School (under

been learning movement after movement,

in Devon with his wife and dog.

the auspices of my teachers organisation)

developing a good awareness and about

around a training syllabus that now

8 Forms in the process! But I had no ability

needed to change and as a result lost some

to really influence what was happening

students and probably upset a few people

inside my body and this explained why,

with my decision.

after 13 years my stability never seemed to

We all get used to things, get attached

improve. It was also, during that time, that I

to styles and training methods and also

felt strong emotions which made me want

teachers/students. However in seeking the

to give up.

deepest aspects of the art, or ones that
resonate with us, we have to be prepared
to be flexible and move on when the
training of one school is not the best one
we can find.
I must be lucky, as when I started to look
around for a new teacher I remembered

“I recalled he
mentioned the word
‘refinement’ on an
advert for his classes.

Luke Shepherd lived very close by. I had
met him briefly a few years prior (in 2001)
and we had done some push hands
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Often during lessons or workshops I would feel like crying! After a few years these emotions became much more manageable and I
was more able to accept that some things I cannot do (yet). For the ego, this is hard to take (especially after 13 years of practice, having
written a book on Tai Chi and being a prominent local teacher). Looking back I can laugh about it, but at the time this emotional
process was really the most challenging thing about changing direction, but also where I learnt a lot about myself.
These days (after 9 years training with Luke, his teacher Patrick and also his senior students) there is still a lot to learn and refine, but
the biggest thing I have learnt and seen in myself is that I am now comfortable with the process that Tai Chi offers us. If we can become
comfortable with the pressure an internal lineage has within it then this has a very positive effect on our lives as a whole. To me this is
one of the greatest gifts we can give to ourselves and others.
												Matthew Rochford 2013

Workshop Review: Relax and Breathe - Paul Crawte and Paul Brighton
A weekend in English Woodland learning

sessions participants were encouraged to

“Paul’s (both)… tai chi and qigong

some Tai Chi – June 2013

reflect that learning a set of movements

instruction was 2nd to none….”

Morgan’s Wood in West Sussex has acres

was probably a way of learning they had

of beautiful woodland. A peaceful setting

not engaged in for many years – and

The weather forecast told of high winds

for a range of activities. A Forest School

so all were experiencing not just new

and significant rain, but the Gods smiled

has been established, adapted to enable

material, but a new way of learning that

kindly on the group and but for a few

wheelchair bound children to play in the

material.

minor showers, everything rolled out

woods, gather around the fire and enjoy

For those more familiar with Tai Chi the

as planned with no hindrance from

the company of trees. Another space

form offered an opportunity to explore

the sky. The company was great, the

for short camping retreats where Paul

some new dynamics that could be

fireside welcoming and warming, and

Crawte offered a weekend of learning

applied to their more regular practice.

the woodlands held us all kindly and

and relaxation in this wonderful setting.

safely. Some people learnt some new
Each day started with some gentle Shi

Tai Chi, with plans to explore more of

Paul offered a simple 10 posture Yang

Ba Shi Qi Gong and encouragement to

Tai Chi Nation resources; some explored

style form to introduce people not just

breathe well. Meditation was led by

meditation for the first time, and some

to Tai Chi itself, but to the experience

Paul Brighton. The time table allowed

report being energised to re-visit their

of learning Tai Chi. So often people will

participants to learn the form in stages,

previous Tai Chi training. All spoke of

attend a class and leave because they

work with both Pauls in the warm yurt,

having benefited from a much needed

find the process of learning the moves

or just dip in and out and enjoy the

relaxing time.

too complicated. During the Tai Chi

woodland.

About Paul:

workshops, Qi Gong and a weekend
exploring short sword form.

Paul Crawte is a qualified instructor
with TCN and runs classes in North

Contact:

Hampshire, under the name “Every

everydaytaichi@hotmail.co.uk

Day Tai Chi”.
Paul has a martial arts background
firmly focused in Taekwondo. He
will be offering more woodland
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Events and News

Upcoming workshops

Tai Chi Picnic

All at Dartington Hall, Totnes, Devon.
Please book via the website or call us for more information.

We raised another £60 for Marie Curie Cancer care at our
annual Devon Picnic, thanks to everyone who came.

Tai Chi Instructor Training
Begins March 2014. A professional training open to
those with a minimum of 18 months/2 years experience.
Call us on 01803 864 160 for further information.

Embrace Tiger Return To Mountain - an Introduction
to Internal Tai Chi
12th - 13th October 2013
Finding an authentic method for understanding ourselves and

i-Chi Update

the deeper aspects of Tai Chi is quite a rare thing. We will be

Our online course for learning the 37 Short Form and
5 Loosening Exercises is developing well and level 2 is
now ready. More info at www.thisisichi.com

exploring Tai Chi through the internally focussed methods from
the Cheng Man Ching, Master Huang, Patrick Kelly lineage.
Through the 5 Loosening Exercises, the Short Form and Push
Hands it is possible to begin to glimpse the subtleties and huge

Pop-Up Cinema - Review: Wisdom of Changes Wilhelm and the I-Ching.
I enjoyed the event and thought what a
great idea this is, let’s do it more often. A great small,
intimate venue and enough space to relax and sit-back,
with the added bonus of a free drink and popcorn. Free
food, my idea of heaven! For my liking the film was too
slow-paced and looked into the heritage of Wilhelm as
opposed to the I-Ching itself. I enjoyed learning about
Wilhelm’s life in China, this really took you back in time.
The snippets that stay with
me: Wilhelm was a missionary but never
converted any locals to Christianity.
I look forward to the next the cinema
doors are opening and maybe have some
topics for discussion before or after the film?
Daniel Attwell
Daniel is currently cycling to China. His exploits can be
read here www.vegan-duck-on-a-bike.blogspot

benefits of this unique system.
This weekend will work as an ideal primer for Luke’s course in
November or for anyone interested in finding ways to make their
Tai Chi more fulfilling and focussed.
Level: Improver to Intermediate from any style.
Teacher: Matthew Rochford
Covering: 5 Loosening Exercises, 37 Move Short Form, Partner
Work, Push Hands, Refinement, Integration
Venue: Studios One and Six, Dartington Space, Devon.
Cost: Whole weekend: £60 | Saturday: £45 | Sunday (1/2 day):
£23

Tales From My Teacher - with Luke Shepherd
8th - 10th November 2013
Practical guidance in deepening your Tai Chi training.
Master Huang Shen Shyan thought the most important aspect of
refining taiji is to have a thorough training model. Bringing over
32 years experience of training and an enthusiasm of his practice,
Luke shares an approach that will both challenge and inspire
thus directing the way towards further refinement of your art.
Luke is a senior student of Patrick Kelly and focuses on the
internal workings of both body and mind.

Tai Chi Nation
Room DS026
Dartington Space
Dartington Hall
Totnes, Devon TQ9 6EN
Phone: 01803 864 160
Mobile: 07717 172 691

Level: Intermediate to advanced from any style.
Teacher: Luke Shepherd
Covering: 5 Loosening Exercises, 37 Short Form, Partner Work,
Push
Hands, Refinement.
Venue: Studio 6, Dartington Space.
Cost: Whole weekend: £100 | Friday eve: £15 | Saturday: £45 |
Sunday: £45

www.taichination.com
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